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State-of-the-art Potential Clamp Device for Myelinated 
Nerve Fibres Using a New Versatile Input P robe 

K H BOHUSLAVIZKI, A KNEIP and E KOPPENHOFER 

Institute of Physiology, University of Kiel, 
Olshausenstr 40, 24098 Kiel, Germany 

A b s t r a c t . A potential clamp device for myelinated axons is presented which, for 

the first t ime, systematically optimizes all the methodological parameters tha t 

limit the reliability of ionic current measurements A crucial step toward this end 

consisted in the development of a new input probe with broad-band extremely 

low-capacitance characteristics In combination with a simple-to-use compensation 

criterion for opt imum positive feedback, based on plausible assumptions, and with 

additional technological improvements, it enables the measurement of ionic currents 

with a reliability never previously achieved The consequences with respect to 

evaluation of several earlier findings are discussed 

K e y words: Node of Ranvier — Potential clamp device — Reliability of da ta — 

Input probe — Floating supply — Bootstrap circuit 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Since the very beginning of research on electrical excitability, stimulus currents 

have been applied and the resulting potential changes recorded (Koppenhofer et al 

1992) However it was not until rectangular potential pulses were used rather than 

current pulses, and the membrane currents they produced were evaluated (Mar-

mont 1949, Hodgkm et al 1949), tha t way was clear to our present understanding 

of potential-dependent ion channels Wi th this new technique, called potential 

clamping, the potential- and time-dependence of the underlying ion permeabilities 

were soon quantitatively described (Hodgkm and Huxley 1952, Frankenhaeuser and 

Huxley 1964) This HHF description subsequently gave rise to many models of the 

mechanism of excitation The precision of the measurements tha t is, the reliability 

of the da ta on which the models were based - was decisive, for "at best the criterion 

(of agreement between theory and measurement) must be in agreement withm the 
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limits of accuracy of the measuring instruments employed" (Kuhn 1961). 

When the potential-clamp technique was extended to myelinated nerve fibres, 

particular difficulties were encountered in this regard, because their axons are too 

small to permit intracellular-microelectrode recording of the membrane potential 

with sufficient long-term stability. Therefore it was necessary to resort to elec

trical compartmentalization of the axon; a potential-recording negative feedback 

system was introduced which employed ordinary unpolarizable electrodes, one of 

which was virtually si tuated at the inner side of the membrane (Frankenhaeuser 

1957). However, potential clamp measurements per se require a feedback system; 

thus the intermeshed two-loop feedback system for Ranvier nodes according to 

Frankenhaeuser was developed (Dodge and Frankenhaeuser 1958). 

There has been no lack of a t tempts to simplify this technically elaborate mea

surement procedure. Of the many proposed solutions, the potential clamp system 

of Nonner (1969) has become the most widely known, because most of the findings 

related to the mechanism of Ranvier node function in the last 25 years have been 

obtained with this method. 

A number of authors have pointed out the limitations of the Nonner method 

and all those derived from it (Sommer et al. 1982; Koppenhofer and Bohuslavizki 

1988; Albers et al. 1989). Here we describe a method for the measurement of 

ionic currents at the node of Ranvier tha t has been derived from Frankenhaeuser's 

two-loop method and optimized wherever technically possible. 

T h e P r o b l e m 

Our efforts were directed toward optimizing the reliability of membrane current 

records - that is to minimize all parameters tha t can introduce error into the t ime 

course and potential dependence of the current as recorded. To this end, what 

is needed is: 1) to optimize the quality of control of the measuring system, 2) 

to linearize the transfer function of the internode serving as a current-measuring 

impedance, 3) to minimize the influence of the voltage drop at the Schwann-cell 

structures in the nodal gap. 4) to enable rapid checking of the degree of system 

optimization achieved in each case during the experiment as well as subsequent ad

jus tment , if required, and 5) to optimize the zero-drift of the measurement system. 

M a t e r i a l s and M e t h o d s 

General 

The isolated Xenopus fibre to be investigated was positioned along the four pools of a 
recording chamber in the ordinary way, so that the Ranvier node of interest was in pool 
A, which was continuously perfused with Ringer solution (Fig. 1). The pools were isolated 
from one another by Vaseline seals about 100 /um thick (hatched). The cut ends of the 
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axon were in pools C and E; for further general details see Bohuslavizki et al. (1994). 
Because in potential clamp devices the axon is situated in the feedback loops of 

the electronic system, in order to maximize the time resolution of the current records 
thick and hence relatively broad-band axons are basically preferable; the dissection tech
nique of Koppenhofer et al. (1987) provides significantly thicker axons than comparable 
procedures. 

A prerequisite for ionic current measurements with maximal time resolution and 
precision is that the control of the membrane potential is optimized with respect to 
precision and speed. In the interest of optimal quality of control (Pressler 1967), therefore, 
the system must be subdivided into a potential-controlling and a membrane-current-
recording loop. 

So that the potential-controlling loop can be optimally adapted to different axons, 
a tunable PI amplifier (Al) is required. Because the input resistance of this amplifier is 
necessarily high, for the sake of optimal speed of control special steps must be taken to 
reduce the effective input capacitance, which comprises the input capacitance of the input 
probe per se plus the stray capacitances of the input electrode, its connections, and of 
pool C of the chamber. Devices with negative capacitance (see, e.g., Neher 1974; Purves 
1981; Smith et al. 1985) are fundamentally unsuitable for such control systems, primarily 
because of inadequate system stability. In the present case, therefore, the lowest input 
capacitance can be achieved only with an input probe in a bootstrap circuit with floating 
supply (Mozhayev 1968; Kootsey and Johnson 1973, Schumann 1980). Furthermore, this 
technique allows effective shielding of the C electrode and pool C in that the pool B, which 
shields pool C from below and the side, is capacitively driven as well. In this respect the 
device resembles that of Mozhayeva et al. (1977). With such an input probe, the corner 
frequency of the transfer function of the internode DC is shifted into the region of several 
100 kHz, so that the phase reserve of the closed loop is considerably enlarged (cf. Albers 
et al. 1989, Fig. 4). The result is broad-band compensation of the electrical influence of 
the Schwann-cell structures in the nodal gap. 

The transfer function of the internode DE has high-pass characteristics, which have 
the effect of a low-pass filter on the membrane current records. This can be counteracted 
by putting an additional, grounded pool between pools A and E (Koppenhofer and Schu
mann 1981; Schumann et al. 1983), but it is simpler and equally effective to provide an 
appropriate switchable low-pass filter in series (Fig. 1, CN) (Kneip 1987). 

All the older potential clamp devices for myelinated axons are based on the assump
tion that the nodal gap is of such low impedance that the A electrode, to a close ap
proximation, is functionally in direct contact with the outside of the membrane. Electron 
microscopic studies have shown this assumption to be erroneous (Berthold and Rydmark 
1983 a,b; R.-G. Sommer, unpublished). Considering this structure as a series resistance, 
membrane physiologists used to try to minimize the voltage drop that the membrane 
current induces here by partially blocking the ionic currents, but this method is not very 
effective, as it certainly does not reduce the delay in membrane potential changes. On 
the other hand, lack of compensation for the series resistance introduces both amplitude 
and dynamic distortions in the ionic current measurements, which depend on the mem
brane conductance, the ionic equilibrium potentials and the command voltages (Ramon 
et al. 1975). The necessity of full compensation for series resistance errors becomes ob
vious in experiments that employ the time course of ionic currents to choose between 
possible models. Finally, questions have been raised about whether or not several reports 
of experimental observations at variance with the Hodgkin-Huxley description might be 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. Ax: axon cylinder; My: myelin 
lamellae of the two internodes of the nerve fibre, cut off at right and left; A,B,C,E: 
liquid-filled pools; D: point inside the axon cylinder close to the node under investiga
tion; hatched areas. Vaseline partitions; A1,A2: operational amplifiers with adjustable 
frequency responses (not shown); A3: buffer amplifier; P: adjustment of the electronic 
positive feedback to compensate the influence of the series resistance; CN: switchable 
compensation network for linearization of the current-measuring internode in pool E; G: 
digital stimulator; E1,E2: low- capacitance input probe (for further details see Fig. 2); 
UBC, UA- adjustable voltage sources; Im: output for membrane current records. 

caused by uncompensated series resistance (Moore et al. 1984). So far no attempts to 
position a potential-recording electrode reliably in the periaxonal space at an intact node, 
between axolemma and the overlying Schwann cell (cf. Bohuslavizki et al. 1994, Fig. 7), 
have succeeded; thus the only method at present available to render innocuous the voltage 
drop caused by the nodal-gap structures relies on current-proportional positive feedback 
(Hodgkin et al. 1952; Koppenhofer and Schumann 1979; Sigworth 1980). It is based 
on the assumption that the behaviour of the Schwann-cell structures in the nodal gap is 
purely ohmic; we have found no grounds for calling this simplification into question. 

In our device the current-recording loop consists of the Ranvier node under inves
tigation, the current-measuring internode DE, the above-mentioned linearizing low-pass 
filter CN and the actual clamp amplifier A2, which like Al has the form of a tunable PI 
amplifier. The current-proportional positive feedback is mediated by the potentiometer 
P, the buffer amplifier A3 and a 100-kHz first-order filter (not shown). 

Input probe 

The input probe described here (Fig. 2) consists of two operational amplifiers E l and E2 
with the amplification + 1 . Hence the input probe represents an impedance transformer 
with an overall amplification of + 1 . The amplifier E2 is powered by a symmetrical supply 
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+15 V 

-15 V 

Figure 2. Detailed circuit diagram for the low-capacitance input probe E1,E2 opera 
tional amplifiers (Type 1437, Teledyne Philbnck, Dedham MA), 7812, 7912 conventional 
voltage regulators, UBC trimmer to compensate the electrode potential between pools B 
and C C,B electrode connections in the corresponding pools, Al connection to amplifier 
Al Further details in text 

voltage (±15 V) and provides the virtual ground for the voltage regulators (7812, 7912) 
These generate the supply voltage for the amplifier El , which is constant with respect to 
the output B Because the output voltage of E2 corresponds to the input signal of the 
input probe in the working range of the latter, the supply voltage of E l is shifted by 
the same amount as its input signal Both amplifier inputs, in particular all components 
connected to the input of El , are shielded with the associated output As a result, the 
dynamic input capacitance of the whole device is made very low The measured frequency 
response of the input capacitance of the C input is shown in Fig 3 

Setting of positive feedback 

Because of the above-mentioned electrical inaccessibility of the periaxonal space, all cri
teria for optimal compensation of the influence of the series resistance are based on more 
or less plausible assumptions 

Current clamp methods for determining the optimal amount of compensation (Bin-
stock et al 1975) seem to us to be useless for the node of Ranvier because of the unsuitable 
signal-to-noise ratio The so-called sine wave admittance technique, based on the idea of 
separating the capacitive current from the ionic currents and feeding back only the latter 
(Moore et al 1984), we regard as a technically elaborate compromise that is not needed 
for the myelinated axon In contrast, the compensation criteria we have thoroughly tested 
demand no special technical features 
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Figure 3. Top: frequency response of the input capacitance G\ of the input probe shown 
in Fig. 2. Bottom: Test assembly with which the above curve was measured. E1,E2: 
simplified diagram of the tested input stage; C\: input capacitance; R = 150 Mil; G\: 
shunt capacitance of R; Ci = 1 pF; G: sine-wave generator; B: output. Procedure: 1. 
Calculation of C\ by the transfer function of the test circuit assuming Ct -C C2. 2. 
Removal of C2. 3. Calculation of C, by the transfer function of the input probe. Note 
that thorough shielding (dotted line) is mandatory. 

Ramon et al. (1975) carried out calculations to correct the standard data of the 
squid axon for the influence of series resistance in this preparation and obtained sodium 
current-voltage curves with a minimum at the membrane potential close to E = 0. It 
was a simple matter to produce such current-voltage curves at the node of Ranvier (with 
a suitable amount of positive feedback); however, we consider this "E = 0 criterion" 
inappropriate, because it has since turned out that the necessary measurements of the 
resting potential (cf. Wiese and Duchateau 1984) can be seriously faulty in individual 
cases. Starting from the assumption that under resting conditions the inactivation of the 
sodium system amounts to about 20%, so that hx « 0.8, voltages measured in pool A 
with point D (i.e., ground) as reference were found to lie between —30 and well over +100 
mV. 

This difficulty can be avoided by basing the compensation criterion on the fact that 
the above-mentioned sodium current-voltage curve, calculated by Ramon et al. (1975), is 
in addition symmetrical. Such current-voltage curves can also easily be produced with a 
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suitable amount of positive feedback. It was notable, however, that with this "symmetry 
criterion" the series resistances calculated from the necessary amounts of positive feed
back, 413 kfi (median; range 224 to 916 kfi; n = 36), were somewhat larger than with the 
E = 0 criterion (240 kQ; 190 to 840 kfi; n = 6) (Albers et al. 1989; Bethge et al. 1991). 
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Figure 4. Compensation of the influence of the series resistance. Abscissa: test-pulse 
amplitude V in mV; ordinate: normalized sodium currents INO elicited after various pre
pulses; A, C: current-voltage curves obtained with ramp pulses (30 V/s). B,D: current-
voltage curves for the peak sodium currents, obtained with rectangular pulses, spline 
interpolation (Wiese and Koppenhofer 1988); a, open symbols: with prepulses having 
V = +15 mV and duration 50 ms; 6, filled symbols: with prepulses having V = —40 mV 
and duration 50 ms. A, B: without compensation. C, D : with compensation applying the 
ramp criterion. Arrows denote zero membrane potential (E = 0 mV) assuming that the 
potential measured in pool A versus ground indicates the absolute membrane potential. 
All data from a single axon. 

A disadvantage of both compensation criteria is that they are based on the analogy 
between unmyelinated and myelinated axons. This can be circumvented by choosing the 
degree of compensation so that the time course of the recorded sodium currents does not 
depend on their amplitude - for example, is not affected by the conditioning prepulses 
applied before the test pulses (Chiu 1980). This criterion, based only on the validity 
of the HHF description, is very time-consuming when rectangular pulses are used and 
hence is regarded as obsolete. Therefore we applied ramp pulses, which gave continuous 
current-voltage curves between V = 30 mV and V = 130 mV and which were immediately 
preceded by hyperpolarizing or depolarizing rectangular prepulses of duration sufficient 
to increase or reduce the sodium currents. The slope of the ramp pulses was adjusted so 
that the membrane current records showed predominantly sodium currents (Fig. 4 left). 
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In the absence of compensation the kinetics of the sodium currents elicited after different 
prepulses and normalized to the same amplitude were, as expected, distinctly different 
(A); the peak sodium currents elicited with rectangular pulses and normalized in this way 
also gave horizontally shifted current-voltage curves (B). Then the degree of compensation 
was increased with the potentiometer P until both the ramp-induced (normalized) sodium 
currents and the (normalized) sodium current-voltage curves determined with rectangular 
pulses were independent of the magnitude of the available sodium current (Fig. 4, G and 
D), The series resistances found with this compensation criterion had a median value of 
127 kQ (range: 7-610 kft; n = 57). 

Results 

Quality of control 

Three simple ways to test the speed and quality of control achieved by the improve

ments listed above at any time during an experiment are shown in Fig. 5. The 

transfer function of the controlled member AC, which substantially determines the 

speed of the system as a whole, was measured in open loop configuration. Tha t is, 

the signal fed into pool A with a sweep generator was monitored in pool C with the 

novel input probe (a) . In the case of intact axons, the probe shows a pronounced 

high-pass behaviour associated with the nodal membrane, which was confirmed 

theoretically by multiplying the transfer functions Fm and r b c (cf- Fig. 8). 

The two lower curves (Fig. 56 and c) were obtained in closed loop configu

ration, the same signal as in Fig. ha being applied to the command input of the 

measurement system. Both signals, the error signal (6) measured with the novel 

input probe in pool C as well as the transfer function UA/UCOUI measured con

ventionally in pool A (c, cf. Fig. 9 above), serve as adjustment criteria for the 

amplifiers Al and A2. They are therefore indispensable for guaranteeing constant 

and hence comparable experimental conditions with optimized quality of control. 

The bandwidth (—3 dB) recorded in pool A with the listed improvements was 

100 - 300 kHz. Therefore, in order to compensate the disturbing influence of the 

series resistance electronically (Schumann 1980; Sigworth 1980; Albers et al. 1989; 

Bethge et al. 1991) the positive feedback loop requires only a 100-kHz low-pass 

filter which has no measurable effect on the membrane current records. 

In contrast, the low zero-drift also essential for constant experimental condi

tions is achievable wi th no special technical arrangements: by repeatedly checking 

the inactivation variable of sodium permeability, hx, it was set to 0.8 in the or

dinary way, by correcting a d.c. voltage source connected to the command input 

(not shown in Fig. 1) of A2. As a result, slow changes in electrode polarization and 

diffusion potentials are rendered sufficiently ineffective tha t they cause no zero-drift 

even in experiments lasting many hours (Bethge et al. 1991; Bohuslavizki et al. 

1994). 
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Figure 5. Measured frequency responses of different components of the experimental 
setup as produced by a sweep geneiator. a: transfer function of feedback components of 
the potential-controlling loop, including the node under investigation plus corresponding 
internode DC plus input probe. The generator and the recording oscilloscope were con
nected to pool A and to the output of the input probe, respectively. The resting potential 
was adjusted to —70 mV by U A (Fig. 1). Open loop configuration, b: transfer function 
of the error signal of the potential-controlling loop. The generator and the oscilloscope 
were connected to the command input of the setup and to the output of the input probe, 
respectively. Closed loop configuration with Al and A2 adjusted for best performance. 
Without positive feedback, c: transfer function of membrane potential corresponding 
to the calculated curve of Figure 9 (above). The generator and the oscilloscope were 
connected to the command input of the setup and pool A, respectively. Closed loop con
figuration with Al and A2 adjusted for best performance. Curves 6 and c refer to the 
same command voltage, without positive feedback. Vertical bars denote 10 mV (a), 5 mV 
(6) and 100 mV (c). 

Ramp criterion 

When the r amp criterion introduced in this paper was used for compensating the 

influence of the series resistance, the t ime constants of sodium inactivation, r^, 

found by fitting curves to current records, were independent of the magnitude of 

the available sodium current (Fig. 6, triangles). This was not the case in the 
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Figure 6. Influence of the series resistance on the time constants of sodium inactivation, 
Th, obtained by curve-fitting with Equation 1. Abscissa: test-pulse amplitude V in mV. 
Ordinate: normalized time constants, norm, r/,, determined after prepulses with V = —40 
mV and duration 50 ms and normalized with respect to Th determined after prepulses 
with V = +15 mV and duration 50 ms. Squares: without compensation. Triangles: with 
compensation applying the ramp criterion. All data from a single axon. 

absence of compensation (squares). 
To estimate the extent to which t h e amount of compensation influences the 

recorded behaviour of the membrane currents, the first step was to obta in the peak 
sodium current-voltage relations measured with rectangular pulses (Fig. 7A). As 
is evident in the figure, the symmetry criterion was used for the open symbols. 
Remarkably, the peak of the curve lies t o the right of the membrane potential 
E = 0 mV (arrow), which implies a stronger compensation t h a n when t h e so-called 
E = 0 criterion is used, in which case t h e curve peak coincides with E = 0 mV by 
definition. Use of t h e r a m p criterion produces a distinctly asymmetric curve (filled 
symbols) without appreciably affecting the amplitude of the curve maximum. 

For further evaluation the current records from which the peak sodium cur
rents were derived were first converted to permeabilities with the constant-field 
equat ion (Dodge and Frankenhaeuser 1959) in the usual way (for details, see Bo
huslavizki et al. 1994). Because in this calculation we considered only t h e potential 
range between V — 40 mV and V — 110 mV (cf. Albers et al. 1989), for the subse
quent fitting of curves to the individual current records we could use the simplified 
equat ion (Frankenhaeuser 1960a). 

PNU = P'Na • {1 - e x p ( - ť / r m ) } a • exp(-ť/7V.) (1) 
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Figure 7. Setting of positive feed
back. A: current-voltage relations; ab
scissa: test-pulse amplitude V in mV, 
arrow: zero membrane potential; ordi
nate: normalized peak sodium currents, 
IN0. TWO runs on one axon. B: me
dian sodium permeabilities P'Na as cal
culated by the constant-field equation 
(Dodge and Frankenhaeuser 1959) and 
by fitting Equation 1 to current records 
derived from a total of 10 runs on six 
axons (nonlinear regression coefficient 
r„i > 0.995 throughout). Abscissa: 
test-pulse amplitude V in mV. Ordi
nate: P'Na normalized to the maxima of 
the respective continuous curves, P N a, 
which were derived by fitting Equation 2 
to the respective P'Na values. Open 
symbols: application of the symmetry 
criterion. Filled symbols: application 
of the ramp criterion. 

where r„, and 77, are the t ime constants of activation and inactivation of sodium 

permeability, respectively, and a is the exponent of the activation system. The 

potential dependence of P'Na is shown in Fig. 7. 

To quantify the differences between the P'Na values obtained with the con

ventional symmetry criterion (open symbols) and those found when the new ramp 

criterion is used (filled symbols), the equation 

l + exp[(VP-V)/kp}\ v ' 

(Benoit and Dubois 1987) was fitted to both series of measurements; here Vp 

represents the position of each curve on the potential axis, kp is its maximal slope 

and a is its exponent. The extrapolated maxima of the calculated curves gave the 

permeability constant PNO. f ° r each; it is used to normalize the P'Na values to be 

compared. It is clear tha t the slope of the curves, kp, is unaffected by the difference 

in compensation criterion. Furthermore, the exponent a in both cases is 1.0, to 

a close approximation (range: 1.0-1.4). However, the new ramp criterion gives a 

P'Na curve that is shifted in the negative direction by V « 20 mV, which implies a 

smaller amount of positive feedback (cf. Koppenhofer et al. 1984). 
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D i s c u s s i o n 

Quality of control 

The high speed of control in the measuring system described here is achieved pri

marily by the novel input probe, which differs from all prior measuring systems of 

this kind for the transfer function of the internode DC (Fig. 2) in tha t it allows 

the low-pass characteristics introduced by the input and by pool B to be neglected 

up to several hundred kHz (cf. Albers et al. 1989, Fig. 4). This feature, in combi

nation with the optimized adjustment of the control amplifiers A l and A2, to the 

frequency response of individual axons and also of the compensation network CN 

to the internode DE, produces a quality of control not previously at tained. This 

is evident in the frequency response of the control system routinely monitored in 

pool A (Fig. 5c) and in the error signal likewise routinely monitored in pool C 

versus ground, which exhibits a weak maximum in the region of the system corner 

frequency measured in pool A and, toward the lower frequencies, becomes so small 

as to disappear in the noise (not shown). With compensation of the influence of 

the series resistance, especially the frequency response measured in pool A appears 

a peak depending on the amount of positive feedback (not shown). Altogether, 

the reliability of the da ta that can now be obtained seems to depend merely on 

peculiarities of the individual preparat ion (see below). 

The permeability curves in Fig. 7 gave the value 1 for the exponent a of 

sodium activation, which was evidently largely independent of the amount of pos

itive feedback. Therefore they designate the so-called activation curve of sodium 

permeability and hence are directly comparable with the corresponding curves of 

Frankenhaeuser (1960a), Koppenhôfei and Schmidt (1968) and Albers and cowork

ers (1989). Different amounts of positive feedback clearly shift the activation curve. 

m x = f (V), along the potential axis, thereby changing both m^ and the t ime 

constant rm (Albers et al. 1989); hence the so-called s tandard da ta for sodium per

meability of the nodal membrane (Frankenhaeuser 1960a) need to be revised in the 

light of present knowledge, especially with respect to the stringency of reasoning 

based on these da ta (Frankenhaeuser and Huxley 1964; Frankenhaeuser 1965). 

Curves fit to single current records, unlike the P'Na curves, gave values of 

the exponent a between 1 and more than 30 (Bohuslavizki et al. 1994). We do 

not explain this discrepancy by invoking so-called gating currents (Neumcke et al. 

1976), but instead ascribe it to the complex electrical access to the nodal mem

brane (Berthold and Rydmark 1983 a,b), to the rather obscure interactions among 

the sodium channels, (von der Heydt et al. 1981) and, above all, to the t ime 

resolution of such measurements, which now is limited entirely by the preparation 

itself. It should also be mentioned in this regard that whereas in the past there has 

often been some controversy over the behaviour of the sodium outward currents, 
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which has given rise to disputes about the need to replace the concept of conduc

tance with a permeability defined by the constant-field equation (Frankenhaeuser 

1960b; Albers et al. 1989), from a present-day standpoint we regard these views 

as overinterpretations without experimental foundation. 

In other words: even the optimized measuring system presented here is evi

dently not capable of reproducing the onset of sodium activation in current records, 

so tha t illusory delays appear that are not discernible in the P'Na curves of Fig. 7 be

cause these are based mostly on data taken from later parts of the current records, 

which are less subject to error. In any case, we consider the above-mentioned dis

crepancy as insufficient to call into question the validity of the HHF description 

for the myelinated axon, since so far every step towards system optimization has 

proved merely to confirm the validity of that description as originally formulated 

(Koppenhofer et al. 1984; Wiese and Koppenhofer 1988; Albers et al. 1989). The 

system optimization presented in this paper is so effective that even in the region 

of the negative branch of the current-voltage curve, where measurements are par

ticularly problematic, the kinetics of sodium inactivation is independent of current 

strength (cf. Fig. 6). This finding, too, can be taken as further evidence of the 

precision with which the HHF description applies to the node of Ranvier. 

Limitations of the measuring system 

The reliability of all membrane current records at the node of Ranvier is undoubt

edly still limited by the special features of the axon cylinder plus Schwann cell as 

a functional unit. Chief among the limitations is the t ime resolution of the current 

records, which has often been greatly overestimated. The shadow of doubt this 

casts on all previous assertions about processes as rapid as capacitive currents, so-

called sodium tail currents and gating currents is beyond the scope of the present 

discussion. 

One problem tha t has rarely been discussed in the literature is the occasional 

marked variability of current records despite constant experimental conditions. In 

our opinion it is not justified to ascribe this phenomenon generally to differences 

in mechanical damage during manipulation of the preparation alone, because there 

are functionally aberrant axons that exhibit no light-microscopically discernible 

damage after being dissected and mounted in the recording chamber and, further

more, have excellent long-term electrical stability with respect to all measurable 

parameters as long as care is taken to keep hoc = 0 . 8 and the positive feedback 

optimal throughout the experiment (cf. Bohuslavizki et al. 1994). 

There evidently exist two main types of axons that differ functionally, in typ

ical ways, from so-called normal axons. The one group is characterized by an 

unduly flat inactivation curve; sometimes it can be impossible to set hx = 0.8 

without destroying the membrane by making the hyperpolarizing voltages in pool 

A much greater t han +100 mV. The second group is characterized by an almost 
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complete absence of potassium outward currents, with sodium outward currents 
much larger than average (cf. Frankenhaeuser and Árhem 1975). Representatives 
of both groups are occasionally encountered in remarkably large numbers. In the 
course of experiments spanning several years we have not been able to correlate 
these occasions of frequent occurrence with unusual conditions in which the animals 
were kept, or with any other parameters. 

We suggest that such out-of-the-ordinary axons result from as yet unknown, 
and evidently extremely variable influences of the Schwann cell on the reliability 
of the membrane current records. This interpretation is supported by the finding 
that under so-called current clamp conditions, even in the absence of electrotonus, 
sometimes negative potentials are recorded in pool A, though the action potentials 
are otherwise unremarkable. Electrode potentials are certainly not responsible for 
such deviant behaviour. However, care must be taken that the current-carrying 
electrodes under experimental conditions have polarization resistances of only a 
few kf2, because otherwise remarkable features like those described above can be 
simulated. 

Setting of positive feedback 

The general category of problems encountered in finding an optimal compensation 
criterion for the influence of series resistance became clear as soon as the effect 
of different amounts of compensation on the sodium current-voltage curve was 
demonstrated (Koppenhofer et al. 1984). The criteria previously used demanded 
different amounts of compensation and thus also implied series resistances of differ
ent magnitudes. The lowest values are those derived with the ramp criterion; the 
especially large scatter found here is certainly the result of considerable morpho
logical differences among individual nodal gaps, which in practice can be further 
emphasized by differences in the amount of mechanical disturbance of the axons 
during dissection (Koppenhofer et al. 1987). Our observation that in some axons 
the series resistance can be effectively zero, however, is in marked contradiction to 
calculations based on morphometric studies of central axons of the cat, which gave 
values around 0.5-2 Mfž for the nodal-gap extracellular space (Berthold and Ryd-
mark 1983a). Either the observed morphological similarity between central axons 
of the cat and peripheral axons of Xenopus (M. Rydmark, personal communication) 
is more problematic than it seemed after all, or the electronical behaviour of the 
nodal gap structure contains highly effective, conductivity-increasing mechanisms 
that are as yet largely unknown. 

Among the compensation criteria we have tested so far, the ramp criterion 
is distinguished by minimizing the number of necessary assumptions, inasmuch 
as the time constants of the membrane currents depend exclusively on the actual 
membrane potential. This fundamental aspect of the HHF description was called 
into question at an early stage (Frankenhaeuser 1963). We regard the findings at 
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tha t t ime which, as it happens, were reproducible (Koppenhofer 1967) as artefacts 

of the measurement technique, very much like the earlier s tatements about the 

delay of sodium activation (Neumcke et al. 1976). 

Further applications of the new input probe 

The input probe we have developed is characterized by the following: 1. Very low 

input capacitance with high input resistance. 2. Low-drift cathode-follower be

haviour, from d.c. into the MHz range. 3. Low output impedance, which permits 

extensive shielding devices to be driven with no reaction. 4. Self-compensating ca

pacitance neutralization and hence, due to the absence of additional phase shifts, 

no tendency to oscillate, which makes them particularly suitable for feedback sys

tems. 5. Favourable signal-to-noise ratio, therefore particularly suitable for low 

signal levels. 

The probe is thus especially well suited for high-resolution potential measure

ments with microelectrodes, because with it the faulty compensation typical of the 

widely used capacitance neutralization according to Bell (1949) cannot occur; this 

applies in particular to patch-clamp measurements as a result of the specially high 

source resistance of these preparations, but also to prolonged recordings with skin 

electrodes and the associated changes in input t ime constants. The many possible 

applications in other technical areas will not be detailed here. 

A p p e n d i x 

The measuring system we use (Fig. 2) can be represented as a flow diagram (see 

Fig. 8) in which F s tands for the part ial transfer functions of the components identi

fied in the subscripts: A l , A2, A3 (active elements), m (nodal membrane), DC and 

ED (internodal sections) and CN (external compensation network for linearizing 

the current-measuring internode ED). 

Application of the ordinary rules of calculation (Pressler 1967) gives the trans

fer function of the command voltage Ucom: 

UA 

Ucom ( 3 ) 

p —FAX • FÄ2 • Fpc • FED • FCN 

(1 - FA\ • FDc • Fm) • (1 - FAS • FA2) — FA\ • FA2 • FDc • FED • FCN 

In thew same way we obtain the transfer function 

p FAX • FA2 • Fpc 

(1 - FAX • Foe • Fm) • (1 - FA2 • FAS) - FAX • FA2 • FDC • FED • FCN 
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-Ér 

F», - t y -

u, u com U 
Figure 8. Flow diagram of the measuring system for calculation of the transfer functions 
UA/UCO™ and UE/ Im in the closed-loop configuration. U A , UE- voltages in the respective 
compartments. Utonl: command voltage. D: point inside the axon close to the node. 
Um- potential fed into point D. Open circles: summing points. F,n, FDC, FED' transfer 
functions of the nodal membrane and the adjacent internodes. Concerning the remaining 
subscripts see Fig. 1. 

It follows that 

FGX = ~FED • FCN • FQ2-

If t h e transfer function of the currents Im generated when the membrane potential 
is changed is defined as 

FG3 = RE = EE . _L 
Im Um GD 

and t h e conductance GD (Kneip 1987) is replaced by the radial impedance in 
pool A, 2*i, by the intraaxonal longitudinal impedance in pool E, Zg, and by the 
associated transfer functions Fm and FED, it follows that 

F G 3 = Fco 
2*i • ZG 

With 

Z6-(Fň,1-l) + Z1-(FED-l)' 

Fm _ Z§ 

FED ZX 
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Figure 9. Calculated transfer functions UA/Ucom and UE/IW. of the closed loop con
figuration for FA3 — 0, i.e. without positive feedback, and for best performance, i.e. 
adjustment of Al and A2 for a phase reserve of a = 60° (Tietze and Schenk 1980) using 
the standard data given by Stämpfli and Hille (1976). Note that the lower curve was 
scaled to the d.c. transfer constant. 

it follows after rearrangement and simplification tha t 

FG3 
Fc 

FGX-
N 

(4) 

The numerical solutions of Equations 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 9. The two curves 

are similar in shape. Tha t is, the transfer function UA/Ucom, easily measurable in 

practice with a sweep generator, can serve as a reliable measure of the membrane 

currents, and hence of the t ime resolution achievable in an individual experiment. 
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